36X36

TOWARDS WELLBEING ON A HEALTHY PLANET

It is time to turn around human history.

It is time for you to take the lead and become one of the architects of the economy of the future

Application guide

This guide will give you an overview about all questions and information to be submitted as part of the application to join the next generation of female professionals co-shaping a new economic architecture.

Please note that you need to submit your application online here. This document is NOT the application. The deadline for submissions is 31. December 2020

Name: *

Your preferred email address: *

Your place of origin: *

Your place of residence (if applicable):

What is your age? *
Do you identify as femxle? 
- Yes
- No
- Other (please name)

Do you have a passport that allows you to travel internationally?
- Yes
- No
- Other:

What interests you, what you would love to do given the opportunity, and how you would describe yourself

You are a...
- Pro-active femxle who is passionate about building economies focused on supporting life on earth and the planetary wellbeing.
- Thinker, practitioner, activist, policy developer or researcher in new economic theory or practice
- Life-long learner willing to develop your competencies in leading, collaborating, network building and to further deepen your understanding of the variety of new economic approaches
- Committed individual looking to move beyond their sphere of influence and take on the task of co-creating a manifesto & testing prototypes to show how new economic approaches get implemented, disseminated and adopted.
- Networker who is capable of connecting your own network to this work
- Strategic thinker eager to create new narratives, ideals, principles and practices for economic development

Professional background
Please indicate which kind of new economic approach(es) you are knowledge about and/or even have practical experiences with: 
- Economy in service of life
- Wellbeing Economy
- Regenerative Economy

Please choose only one option

Please tick all statements that apply to you!
- Circular Economy
- Caring Economy
- Common Good Economy
- Social-ecological market Economy
- Ecological Economy
- Sharing Economy
- Solidarity Economy
- Mindful Economy
- Stakeholder Economy
- Sufficiency Economy
- Platform Economy
- Wisdom economy
- Inclusive Economy
- Moral Economy
- Democratic Economy
- Collaboration Economy
- Purpose-driven Economy
- Other:

Apart from your immersion with new economic approaches, please describe your professional expertise and explain the relationship to economics or new economic approaches (max 500 words): *

What do you think are the five major things that need to shift for an economy of the future? *

Are you involved in initiatives, prototypes, practice projects or other activities relevant for changing the current economy towards more life-enhancing new economic approaches (this can be everything from e.g. roadmaps, research, policy papers to community initiatives)? If so, please briefly describe the purpose, the activities and your role (max 500 words):

Please name networks you are part of that you think are relevant here: *
Please provide us with some information on your professional development: *

Option 1: I will send you a link to a professional profile online (e.g. LinkedIn, Ying etc.)

Option 2: I will share my CV as a google document with you at 36x36network@gmail.com.

These options will both ensure your data remains with you.

Motivation and vision

Please make a video statement of max 3 minutes to answer the questions in this section. Upload the videos as a private file on YouTube (instructions see below) and insert the links as replies to your answers. Make sure that the video is online until at least 31st January 2021.*

1. Upload the video, at the step of "VISIBILITY" choose "Private"
2. Click on "SHARE PRIVATELY" and share it with this account: 36x36network@gmail.com
3. Click on save and copy the video link.
   Then paste it into the reply section of the form below.

For Option 1: I will send you a link to a professional profile online (e.g. LinkedIn, Xing etc.)
Instructions on how to make a private video on YouTube and then share it:

Please reply to the following questions in your video statement: *

1. Who are you and what is your passion?

2. Why do you think you qualify to be a part of a global network working with other womxn to develop the pillars of the economy of the future?

3. Imagine it is 2040 and we have successfully built a more just and sustainable world: What aspects of this world are you most excited about? What does the global economy look like and how did we get there?

I am willing to engage with other next generation professionals from around the globe and can dedicate time to this project: *

- Yes
- No

I have noted the prospective dates for meetings and competence building sessions and agree to be available for the following dates:

- 16 + 17 February 2021: Resonance building and engagement approaches
- 6 + 7 April 2021: Stakeholder analysis and systems diagnosis
- 1st + 2nd June 2021: Structural change and planning collective action
- 26 September to 1st October 2021: Transformative intervention, offline gathering and manifesto launch

This network will be supported by a collaboration between the Collective Leadership Institute gGmbH, the Wellbeing Economy Alliance and the Schumacher Institute, and is funded by the Swedish Postcode Foundation.